
Idaho State Tax Commission: A Case Study



The agency

The Idaho State Tax Commission
(ISTC) is responsible for the
administration of many of Idaho’s
tax and revenue programs as 
well as the State’s unclaimed
property registry.

Serving a population of 1.3 million,
ISTC oversees 1.6 million accounts
filing two million tax returns each
year and remitting $2.3 billion in
annual revenue to the State of Idaho.

ISTC employs 400 staff located in
Boise and five field offices.

The challenge

ISTC’s legacy tax administration
system was rooted in 25-year-old
technology. Support costs were
rising. Little could be done to
improve taxpayer service or to close
revenue gaps. ISTC was unable to
deploy new technologies such as
relational database, graphical user
interface and imaging.

In addition, vendor support for the
underlying hardware platform of the
legacy system was being terminated.
ISTC was compelled to act.

A new approach

In 1997, ISTC began researching
strategies for modernizing its
information technology. Initially,
the agency expected to use a
traditional design-and-build
approach. In late 1999, however,
ISTC became aware of GenTax®,
a commercial off-the-shelf 
(COTS) tax and revenue
administration solution.

GenTax® offered what ISTC was
looking for: a path to quicker
delivery; reduced implementation
and support costs; a solution
running on industry standard
hardware and software; low risk
compared to a custom system; and
a built-in ability to leverage future
capabilities and technologies.

The State of Idaho selected
GenTax® to address technology
needs and to streamline its business
practices and processes. Built from
the ground up as a tax and revenue
administration solution, GenTax®

encapsulates the best practices of
government revenue agencies.
GenTax® continues to provide 
ISTC with opportunities to 
improve and enhance operational
workflow and productivity.

Str iv ing for  exce l lence

I’ve often heard my counterparts

in other jurisdictions complaining

about long, expensive system

projects that failed to live up to

their objectives – and, sometimes,

failed to deliver anything of value.

That didn’t happen in Idaho.

- Coleen Grant, Commissioner



Launching CATS

In May 2000, ISTC initiated 
the CATS (Convert All Tax
Systems) Project. The objective:
move processing from legacy
applications to GenTax® and
retire the unsupported system
hardware platform.

The project was completed in
four rollouts, each delivering
three to six taxes. The first
rollout included lower volume
and less complex taxes to reduce
the impact of the new system
while the agency was becoming
familiar with GenTax® and its
implementation methodology.

Partnership

Fast Enterprises was the prime
contractor and systems integrator
for the CATS project. ISTC
contributed significant resources
to the implementation effort.
Some 25 skilled and experienced
business and technical staff were
dedicated to the project. Many
other subject matter experts
were committed on a part-time
basis. They participated in
almost every aspect of the
project, including requirements
definition, configuration,
programming, testing, training
and data conversion.

Delivered!

The CATS project was

completed early and 

under budget.

The Tax Commission specified 
a project deadline of June 30,
2002, with incentives to
complete as early as March 31,
2002. The Fast/ISTC team was
able to meet this early date.

By keeping under budget, ISTC
was able to implement extra
functions and features. For
example, the GenTax® Imaging
module was not originally
scheduled for deployment, but
was added when it became
apparent that the project budget
could comfortably accommodate
it. Even with the additional
functions and features,
the overall budget was not
entirely expended, allowing the
agency to return the unused
portion to the State.

Managing the project schedule

Employee work teams 

have been able to take a 

COTS package solution 

and come up with more 

efficient processes.

- Steve Miller, Administrator, 

Revenue Operations Division
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An Enterprise Solution

GenTax® is used to administer 
almost every business activity of 
the Tax Commission. In those few
situations where alternate tools are
used, interfaces with GenTax® have
been implemented.

The result is a unified solution 
that presents users with a single
integrated view of taxpayer
information across all tax types 
and across all business functions.

In addition to core administration
functions such as return processing,
collections and audit, GenTax®

has provided ISTC with many
enhanced capabilities.

Advanced technology

Imaging eliminates paper document
search/retrieval. ISTC uses GenTax®

to index, store and retrieve images of
remittance-size documents: checks,
payment stubs, sales tax returns, and
withholding tax returns. A per-seat
license is not required for image
viewing, so the Tax Commission can

provide access to all authorized users.
The underlying architecture supports
quick and easy image retrieval to
users in Boise as well as field offices.
The integration with GenTax®

means images are linked to relevant
GenTax® windows such as payment
transactions, returns and work items.

E-Commerce options continue to
expand. Taking advantage of the
GenTax® interface architecture,
ISTC was able to maintain existing 
e-commerce channels with no impact
to those offerings and no service
disruption. In the course of installing
GenTax®, the Tax Commission
continued expanding e-commerce by
adding the ability to accept credit
card payments over the Internet and
becoming the first IFTA jurisdiction
to offer Web filing.

Work items bring tasks forward.
Tasks such as payment and return
corrections, collection activities 
and delinquent filer follow-ups are
now brought to users’ desktops
electronically by the GenTax® Work
Item module. Users view their own
“reserved” work or select from lists 

of items appropriate to their job
assignment and expertise. One-click
navigation then brings up the window
that is used to carry out the task.

The new system provides the
Taxpayer Services (TPS) branch 
with an extensive set of Customer
Relationship Management tools.
TPS agents can access windows to
view a taxpayer-level summary, an
account-level summary, detail
financial activity by account, by
period and by type (refunds,
payments), open work items for a
taxpayer as well as a complete work
item history, letters and notices sent
to the taxpayer, disposition of any
collection and/or audit cases, and so
on. Since GenTax® incorporates all
ISTC tax programs (sales, income,
fuels, etc.) and all functions (returns,
refunds, collections, audit, etc.),
TPS agents have ready access to 
a complete, up-to-date electronic 
folder of information and activity 
for every taxpayer.

Integration with an external
automated dialer has simplified
ISTC’s collection workflow. When a
taxpayer goes into debt, GenTax®

creates a collection case and assigns it
a risk score. Lower-risk cases are
directed to the predictive dialer,
which automatically places calls. As
each call is answered, it is transferred
to a call agent who, while speaking
with the taxpayer about their case,
uses GenTax® to update information.

F e a t u r e s  



The GenTax® Collections Evaluation
Engine is the software that monitors
all open cases and evaluates the
configured business rules, the current
disposition of the account and the
relative risk of the account. This
software then takes steps such as
initiating the next case action,
adjusting the risk factor, sending the
case for write-off or expediting the
case as appropriate in order to ensure
optimal management of receivables.

ISTC uses the GenTax® Discovery
module as its data warehouse.
Electronic files are loaded into
Discovery from a variety of sources
such as the Idaho Department of
Transportation, the Idaho Department
of Labor and the Internal Revenue
Service (IRTF, IMF, CP2000, etc.).
Tools are available to search and view
external data. A matching 

engine allows users to define a set of
rules for comparing GenTax® data
with external data. A scoring feature
allows matched records to be listed in
descending order of priority. The Tax
Commission uses the DISCOVERY
module to perform audit selection, to
identify potential non-filers and as a
single integrated repository for
miscellaneous files of interest.

a n d  f u n c t i o n s

We have so much more

capability and flexibility with

GenTax®. Security is far

superior and allows us to meet

IRS and legislative audit

security requirements. Tax rate

changes are now made in

hours and days, not weeks and

months, and we’re easily

meeting deadlines for

legislative changes.

- Steve Wilson, 

Information Services Manager



The project paid for itself before completion.

The project’s $15 million cost was fully offset by a $15.2 million 

benefit realized in the first year of operation, which coincided with 

the second and final year of the project

The benefit attributed to GenTax in the following year of operation was
$22.1 million. The ISTC anticipates similar benefits to accrue in future years.

The additional revenue comes mostly from the Collections area. Small debts
are pursued by automated processes in GenTax® while collectors employ a
rich set of tools to work higher risk cases.

Now that we can access records online from any location, instead of

relying on paper files, we have greater flexibility in task assignment.

Because GenTax® gives us quick feedback on the effect of collection

actions, we can deploy our resources much more effectively.

- Anthony Nettles, Collections Bureau Chief

Productivity Up,
Backlogs Down

Previously, six to eight weeks were
required to complete processing 
of monthly returns. The agency 
was still working one month’s
returns several weeks after the next
month’s were due. Now, return
exceptions are resolved within two
to three weeks.

Thanks to the new system’s case
management and automated processes
(including collection staging and
automatic filing of liens), the average
time required to complete due process
desk work on a collection case has
dropped from 160 to 78 days.

The backlog of annual withholding
reconciliation returns has been
eliminated. Previously, the average
annual backlog was 15,000 to 20,000.

Misapplied payments and returns
are now resolved immediately.
From a previous average of four
weeks, the time required to resolve
misapplied payments and returns
was reduced to minutes.

Individual Income Tax (IIT)
productivity is up. The average
number of original IIT returns
processed per person per day has
increased by 50%.

Unclaimed Property (UCP)
Reciprocity is current on all States.
In the previous four years, ISTC 
had been unable to fulfill its
reciprocity obligations. With
GenTax®, the agency became
current on all States in the first 
year, and has remained current since.

Anthony Nettles & Kristine Bendere

Re t u r n  o n  i nv e s t m e n t



Summary

The CATS project was not predicated on delivering specific benefits to 
the State. The Tax Commission had, however, identified opportunities to
streamline business processes and capture additional revenue. These
became a priority for the project.

Improved taxpayer service. Taxpayer inquiries are quickly and easily
handled with access to consolidated information. Letters and notices have
been given a facelift and standardized. Taxpayers have more options 
to pay and file electronically.

Increased revenues. Improved compliance tools have helped ISTC bring 
in substantial revenues that previously went uncollected.

Greater efficiency. Cumbersome processes have been streamlined and
some manual activities eliminated altogether. The Tax Commission is
getting more work done in less time.

I like the ease and 

speed with which we can 

issue and retrieve letters, 

file copies, online lien requests,

and online levies and warrants - 

all in one place.

In short, GenTax® has given us

system integration, convenience,

speed, and function.

- Janis Jelke, 

Principal Compliance Officer

Governor Dirk Kempthorne (front)
meets with the CATS project team 
to recognize their efforts.
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Contact us to learn more:

Phone (208) 433-9244 
Call toll free 1-877-ASK FAST

www.gentax.com

800 Park Boulevard, Suite 720
Boise, ID 83712


